Adults Art Class
with tutor Caitlin Hepworth

Time: 10am - 3pm (Fortnightly 5 hour Class)
Fee: $275 inc GST

Venue: Level 1: The Woodford Academy – 90-92 Great Western Hwy
Woodford
Term 1 Dates: 6th Feb, 20th Feb, 5th Mar, 19th Mar, 2nd Apr (5 lessons)
Class Description: An art class designed for beginners or near beginners in a range of mediums.
Colour Theory and the Elements and Principles of design are embedded within each lesson. Over
the course of the year students will build solid skills in understanding and applying colour theory and
design knowledge and learn to make deliberate choices in their work to help effectively convey
intention. Each new material and technique is explicitly taught, demonstrated and practiced in
directed tasks. The work of other artists is regularly shown and discussed in relation to techniques
and materials, techniques and subject matter being explored.
Term 1 Drawing. Throughout the 5 weeks students will learn to use pencil, charcoal, chalk pastel, oil
pastel, pen, ink and mixed media. We will examine the work of artists who work predominantly in
drawing to help us to understand different techniques and mediums. We will work with a range of
subject matter.
Materials List
1. 2 x Visual Diaries - One A5 and one either A4 or A3. The smaller one will become a working
sketch book/artists journal. The larger one is for class tasks, note taking, and practicing
techniques. These items range greatly in cost so look around for what you can afford. Check the
paper quality and ensure that you will enjoy using it as some have very poor quality paper which
is hard to use and does not hold the art materials well.
The minimum paper thickness should be 110gsm.
2. Pen or pencil for note taking
3. Range of graphite pencils (HB, 2B, 4B, 6B) You can buy these individualy or in a set.
4. Eraser
5. Kneadable eraser
6. Fine black felt tip Artline pen 0.4
7. Chalk Pastels (minimum minimum size set of 12)
8. Oil Pastels (minimum size set of 12)
9. Pad of A3 Cartridge paper – minimum 110gsm (200gsm is better) We will mostly be working on
A3 size and smaller. This is to maximize the amount of exercises we can complete in the time
frame.
10. Optional - A3 display folio to store your work. These range greatly in quality and price so look
around.
11. BYO Lunch, mug and apron.
Supplied – extra colours in chalk and oil pastels, charcoal, progresso pencils, drawing inks, brushes
for inks, ink palettes, watercolours, PVA glue, bull dog clips, drawing boards, desk easels, pastel
primer, priming brushes, colour wheels, value cards, water pots, white pastel pencils, extra paper as
needed in A2, craft knives, fixative.
We will have the opportunity to use Canson Pastel Paper and Black Fabriano paper. I can coordinate
purchasing these in bulk and you can buy directly from me as needed.

Hughes Studio at the Woodford Academy 90 – 92 Great Western Highway Woodford
Caitlin Hughes 0416 110 675 caitlin@hughesstudio.com.au

